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Abstract

This paper introduces “Indoor GeoNet”, a weakly supervised depth and camera pose estimation model targeted for indoor scenes. Our paper is built upon previous works in the field of unsupervised depth and relative camera pose estimation from temporal consecutive video frames through novel view synthesis using deep learning models. However, such works are exclusively trained/tested on a few available outdoor scene datasets and we have shown they are hardly transferable to new scenes, especially to indoor environments, in which estimation requires higher precision and dealing with probable occlusions. In Indoor GeoNet, we used a hybrid learning framework introduced in a recent work called GeoNet, and took advantage of the availability of indoor RGBD datasets collected by human or robot navigators, and added partial (i.e. weak) supervision in depth training into the model. Experimental results showed that our model effectively generalizes to new scenes from different buildings. It demonstrated significant depth and pose estimation error reduction when compared to the original GeoNet, while showing 3 times more reconstruction accuracy in synthesizing novel views in indoor environments.

1. Introduction

Information such as depth and relative camera pose are important in the sense that they can be used together to give a very accurate and detailed representation of an indoor scene [12]. These information could facilitate both navigation and dynamic interaction and also help to reconstruct a unified 3D model of the scene for the purpose of map generation of unknown places [3,6,17] or even adding augmented reality features to the scene for a better interaction experience [12]. It can also be used for virtual tours of an indoor scene while the observer looks into the rendered scenes in different views [5].

In computer vision field, there has been extensive research for indoor odometry, scene understanding, and specifically camera pose, depth, and flow extraction from a moving camera (e.g. robot or head mounted), most of which are recently powered with the advances in deep learning (DL) used in visual simultaneous localization and mapping (vSLAM) works [2]. The use of DL in vSLAM can be separated into two categories of supervised [4,5,10,16] and unsupervised learning [7,8,14,20,21,24]. The common methodology behind all of the recent unsupervised methods for vSLAM is warping one image in pairs of related images (either stereo pairs or consecutive frames in a video) to the other view by leveraging the geometry constraints of the problem, in an approach very similar to the idea of autoencoders. Although such unsupervised configurations can be trained on any amount of data without labeling cost, they still fall behind supervised methods in terms of the estimation accuracy, and are hardly generalizable to new scenes which are not seen apriori by the network. Besides that, almost all of these works are focused on outdoor scenes. We argue that this approach is not well transferable to indoor scenes, in contrast to outdoor scenes, for several reasons: high relative displacement with respect to the depth range, sharper changes in relative camera view, and need for higher depth precision in indoor scenes. Inspired by the GeoNet framework presented in [23], in this paper we propose our “Indoor GeoNet” model, which is a weakly supervised hybrid learning approach for camera pose, depth and flow estimation targeted to indoor scenes. Capitalized on the availability of the inexpensive depth sensing (e.g. Microsoft Kinect and Intel RealSense), we introduce the weak supervision by providing a set of groundtruth depth data into the model during the training. This type of supervision is weak due to the fact that the model is only partially supervised on depth data and the camera pose needs to be learned in an unsupervised fashion. We also believe that this kind of weak supervision for indoor scene understanding has recently become viable since the release of several RGBD open-source datasets collected by human or robot naviga-
tors such as RSM Hallway, and MobileRGBD datasets.

2. Building the Indoor GeoNet

Indoor GeoNet shares the same network structure as original GeoNet [23], in which two sub-networks called DepthNet and PoseNet predict rigid layout of the observed scene including the depth and relative camera pose. The training samples to the network are temporal consecutive frames $I_i(i = 1 \sim N)$ with known camera intrinsics. Typically in a sequence of frames, a reference frame $I_r$ is specified as the reference view, and the other frames are target frames $I_t$. During training, the DepthNet takes the entire sequence concatenated along batch dimension as input. This allows for single view depth prediction at the test time. In contrast, the PoseNet is naturally fed with the entire sequence concatenated along channel dimension, and outputs all of the relative camera poses. This allows the network to learn the connections between different views in a sequence. Fused with the deep structures of DepthNet and PoseNet, rigid scene geometry equations then will be used to warp a target view to the reference view. Unlike the fully unsupervised approach of original GeoNet, Indoor GeoNet takes advantage of the depth supervision to enhance the transferability of the pose and depth learning to indoor scenes.

2.1. Geometric-Based Hybrid Learning

The rigid optical flow in a sequence of frames is governed by the relative camera motion between the observer and the scene, and can be completely modeled by a collection of depth maps $D_i$ for frame $I_i$, and the relative camera motion $T_{r \rightarrow t} = [R|T]$ from reference frame $I_r$ to target frame $I_t$, where $R_{3 \times 3}$ and $T_{3 \times 1}$ represent the relative rotation and displacement matrices, respectively. Let $p_r = [X, Y, 1]^T$ denote the homogeneous coordinates of a pixel in the reference view, $D_{p_r}$ be its depth value, $\mathcal{P} = [x, y, D_{p_r}, 1]^T$ be its corresponding homogeneous 3D coordinates (referenced on camera pinhole), and $K_{3 \times 3}$ be the camera intrinsic matrix. Then, $p_r$ in the image plane is:

$$p_r = D_{p_r}^{-1}K[I_{3 \times 3}|0]\mathcal{P}$$

(1)

Moreover, we can obtain the projected coordinates of $p_r$ onto the target view $p_t$, as:

$$p_t \sim KT_{r \rightarrow t}\mathcal{P} = K[R|T]\mathcal{P}$$

(2)

Rewriting the Eq. (1) will result in $[x, y, D_{p_r}]^T = D_{p_r}K^{-1}p_r$ and merging that with the Eq. (2) will give us the corresponding target pixel coordinates $p_t$ in terms of the reference depth map $D_{p_r}$, reference pixel coordinates $p_r$, and the relative camera motion $[R|T]$, as:

$$p_t \sim K[D_{p_r}RK^{-1}p_r + T]$$

(3)

Using Eq. (3), we can synthesize a novel nearby view from a reference frame in non-occluded regions having the depth map of pixels in the reference view as well as the relative camera pose between the views. Therefore, the DepthNet and PoseNet can be trained together through novel view synthesis between any pairs of training samples.

2.2. Weakly Supervised Multi-Objective Training

Let us denote consecutive frames $\{I_1, \ldots, I_r, \ldots, I_N\}$ as a training sequence with the middle frame $I_r$ being the reference view and the rest being the target views, $I_t$’s. Then, $I_{t \rightarrow r}$ represents the target view $I_t$ warped to the reference coordinate frame by taking the predicted depth $\hat{D}_r$, the predicted camera transformation matrix $T_{r \rightarrow t}$, and the target view $I_t$ as input. In order to train the Indoor GeoNet in a weakly supervised manner, we define a total loss function $L_T$ as the weighted summation of multiple losses as:

$$L_T = \sum_{(r,t)} \lambda_L L_P + \lambda_D L_D + \lambda_C L_C + \lambda_W L_W$$

(4)

where $L$’s are different loss functions explained in the following sections, $\lambda$’s are the corresponding loss weights, and $(r, t)$ iterates over all possible pairs of reference $I_r$ and target $I_t$ frames.

2.2.1 Photometric Loss: $L_P$

The DepthNet and PoseNet networks can be trained by minimizing the photometric loss between the synthesized view (warped target view) $\hat{I}_{t \rightarrow r}$ and reference frame $I_r$:

$$L_P = \sum_{(r,t)} \sum_{p_r} F_{diss}(I_r(p_r), \hat{I}_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r))$$

(5)

where $\hat{I}_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) = I_t(p_t)$, with warping between $p_t$ and $p_r$ obtained from Eq. (3) using differentiable bilinear sampling [13], and $F_{diss}(.)$ is a dissimilarity measure. We adopted the differentiable photometric dissimilarity measure proposed in [8], which has proven to be successful in measuring perceptual image similarity, and handling occlusions:

$$F_{diss}(I_r, \hat{I}_{t \rightarrow r}) = \alpha \frac{1 - SSIM(I_r, \hat{I}_{t \rightarrow r})}{2} + (1 - \alpha)\|I_r - \hat{I}_{t \rightarrow r}\|^1$$

(6)

where $SSIM$ denotes the structural similarity index [22] and $\alpha$ is taken to be 0.85.

2.2.2 Depth Smoothness Loss: $L_D$

We used a depth map smoothness loss term $L_D$ weighted per-pixel by image gradients as proposed in [23] in order to obtain coherent depth maps while allowing depth discontinuities on the edges of the image:

$$1www.bicv.org/datasets/rsm-dataset/, www.mobilergbd.imrialpes.fr/
\[ \mathcal{L}_D = \sum_{p_r} |\nabla D_r(p_r)| \cdot (\exp(-|\nabla I_r(p_r)|))^T \]  

(7)

where \( \nabla \) is the vector differential operator.

### 2.2.3 Forward-Backward Consistency Loss: \( \mathcal{L}_C \)

We applied a forward-backward consistency check as in [23] to enhance our predictions. Pixels for which the forward and backward flows disagree significantly are considered as possible occluded regions and are excluded from both the photometric loss \( \mathcal{L}_P \), and the forward-backward flow consistency check. Let us denote \( f_{r \rightarrow t}(p_r) = p_t - p_t^{(D_{p_t} \cdot T)} \) as forward flow (\( p_t \) is computed using Eq. (3)), and conversely \( f_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) = p_r^{(D_r \cdot T^{-1})} - p_t \) as backward flow, and \( \Delta f_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) = f_{r \rightarrow t}(p_r) - f_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) \). Then, the geometry consistency is imposed by adding the following loss term:

\[ \mathcal{L}_C = \sum_{p_r \in \mathcal{P}_r} \| \Delta f_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) \|_1 \]

such that

\[ p_r = \{ p_r : \| \Delta f_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) \|_2 < \max(\alpha, \beta \| f_{t \rightarrow r}(p_r) \|_2) \} \]

(8)

in which (\( \alpha, \beta \)) are set to be (3.0, 0.05).  

### 2.2.4 Weak Supervision Loss: \( \mathcal{L}_W \)

In order to enhance the overall performance of the network in prediction of depth and camera pose, we enforced the groundtruth depth maps, \( D^{gt} \), by introducing another loss term on pixel locations for which we have the groundtruth depth values:

\[ \mathcal{L}_W = \sum_{i \in r,t} \| D_i - D^{gt}_i \|_2 \]

(9)

where \( D_i \) and \( D^{gt}_i \) are the predicted and groundtruth depth maps of training samples, respectively.

### 2.3. Network Architecture and Implementation Details

The Indoor GeoNet contains two sub-networks, the DepthNet, and the PoseNet, similar to the original GeoNet structure [23]. The DepthNet consists of an encoder part and a decoder part. The encoder part has the structure of ResNet50 [9] and the decoder part uses deconvolution layers to enlarge predicted depth maps to their original resolution (as input) in a multi-scale scheme. The PoseNet has the same architecture as in [23], which consists of 8 convolutional layers followed by a global average pooling layer that outputs the 6-DoF camera poses including rotation and translation. We used batch normalization [11] and ReLU activation functions [19] for all of the convolutional layers except the prediction layers. We considered the training sequence length to be \( N = 5 \), and resized all the RGB frames to 144 \( \times \) 256 pixels, and then trained the network with learning rate of 0.0002, and batch size of 4 for 20 epochs in Tensorflow [1]. We set the loss weights to be \( \lambda_D = \lambda_W = 1, \lambda_D = 0.5, \lambda_C = 0.2 \), and used Adam optimizer [15] with its parameters set as \( \beta_1 = 0.9, \beta_2 = 0.999 \) for network training.

### 3. Experimental Results and Evaluation

The weakly supervised Indoor GeoNet (i.e. IndoorGeoNet-WSup) performance is evaluated against two other models, one the original GeoNet trained on KITTI raw and odometry datasets [18] (referred to as GeoNet-UnSup) and the other one the GeoNet trained from scratch in an unsupervised manner on the RSM Hallway dataset (referred to as IndoorGeoNet-UnSup). The performance comparison is done in two aspects: (1) the accuracy of depth and camera pose estimation, (2) the reconstruction accuracy of the novel RGB scene synthesis using different approaches. The quantified results are calculated and reported for the datasets with available groundtruth depth and pose labels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Training Dataset</th>
<th>Depth RMSE</th>
<th>Pose (trajectory) RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KITTI Raw</td>
<td>MobileRGBD</td>
<td>KITTI Odometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeoNet-UnSup</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndoorGeoNet-UnSup</td>
<td>RSM Hallway</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IndoorGeoNet-WSup</td>
<td>MobileRGBD</td>
<td>12.82</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Sample examples of depth image prediction comparing IndoorGeoNet-WSup with other models. The rows 1-3 are samples from MobileRGBD, rows 4-5 are from RSM Hallway, and rows 6-7 are from KITTI datasets.
3.1. Depth and Pose Estimation

We reported the depth and relative camera pose root mean squared error (RMSE) on the test set for those datasets for which we have the groundtruth values in Table 1 for the three models. Although GeoNet-UnSup works pretty well on the KITTI datasets, its performance degrades significantly on indoor datasets compared to the IndoorGeoNet-WSup, proving that the model is not generalizable to the indoor scenes. We also depicted some sample figures of depth prediction for the three models side by side in Fig. 1 along with groundtruth depth maps (if available) for comparison. As seen in this figure, although GeoNet-UnSup predicts satisfactory depth maps for the KITTI dataset, its predicted depth maps for MobileRGBD and RSM Hallway samples, hardly give any information about the general geometry of the scene, and the edges are completely lost. On the other hand, IndoorGeoNet-UnSup gives a fair prediction of the global geometry of the scene on sample images of RSM Hallway (on which the model is trained), however, predicted depth maps completely miss the details. The predictions of this model on the MobileRGBD sample images (not seen by the model during training) show that this model also fails to adapt to a new unseen indoor scene.

As seen in Table 1, with IndoorGeoNet-WSup model, depth and pose errors drop significantly for MobileRGBD dataset as compared to other models, since we are adding the depth supervision. Its predicted depth maps on sample images of MobileRGBD dataset clearly demonstrates the effect of supervision (even weak) on the ability of the network to learn detailed maps as shown in Fig. 1. IndoorGeoNet-WSup also shows acceptable depth image estimation on other indoor scene (e.g. RSM Hallway) that were not part of weak supervision. This demonstrates the generalization capability of the proposed IndoorGeoNet-WSup.

3.2. Novel View Reconstruction Estimation

The mean image photometric loss \( L_P \), plus the structural similarity index measure between the reference image and the inverse warped target image are reported in table Table 2 for all of the dataset on our three models. Evident from this table, for GeoNet-UnSup, the reconstruction loss increases significantly on the MobileRGBD and RSM Hallway datasets that are not seen by the network during the training, which proves that the network fails to adapt to the indoor scenes. IndoorGeoNet-UnSup gives the lowest reconstruction \( L_P \) loss on RSM Hallway dataset (on which its network is trained), however, IndoorGeoNet-WSup also gives a comparable SSIM on this dataset, although it has not seen the dataset during the training. As expected, IndoorGeoNet-WSup gives the best reconstruction results on test set of MobileRGBD dataset with which the network is trained in a weak supervision fashion. We also depicted some sample images of novel view reconstruction using the three models in Fig. 2. As seen in this figure, IndoorGeoNet-WSup is able to successfully reconstruct novel nearby view from input images on both sample images of MobileRGBD and RSM Hallway. Although GeoNet-UnSup works well on KITTI sample images, it fails to correctly reconstruct the novel view of indoor scenes. Using the IndoorGeoNet-UnSup model, the reconstructed views of RSM Hallway sample images are acceptable, because as we discussed in the previous subsection, its predicted depth maps give a fair estimation of the global geometry of the scene.

4. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed “Indoor GeoNet” using a weak supervision in terms of depth to improve both depth and pose predictions for indoor datasets. We believe that such supervision is sensible due to the availability of inexpensive indoor RGB and depth sensors and several open-source indoor datasets. We compared the outcomes of our Indoor GeoNet in terms of depth, camera pose and novel view reconstruction.
estimation with the original unsupervised GeoNet models trained on different benchmark datasets. The results revealed that Indoor GeoNet is able to detect more detailed depth maps and also the pose estimation is improved when applied on indoor datasets.
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